
AllyDVM: Second Monitor Request

Why do I need a second monitor? We recommend having two monitors so 
your staff can easily access the PIMs and AllyDVM throughout the day. This 
recommendation is optional and will be paid for by your hospital. 

How do I order new equipment? You can purchase a monitor directly from 
any online or store-front retailer. You can also submit an IT ticket to have 
the monitor sourced & shipped to your hospital. 

What equipment should I order? 
NVA IT recommends 3 options for you to choose from. Each of these 
monitors support a “HDMI” or “Display Port” connection. These are the 2 
connections that our NVA standard workstations can support. 

If you have an older machine or a non-NVA workstation, please reach out 
to the NVA HelpDesk. 

Recommended Monitor Options:
1) Dell 24" LED Monitor

Color: Black (E2420H)
Price: $135

2) ViewSonic VA2446mh-LED 24" LED Monitor
Color: Black
Price: $110

3) LG 24BK430H-B 24" LED LCD Monitor, 1920 x 1080 Full HD (1080p)
Color: Black
Price: $128

Cables: (select one, depending on how you would like to connect)
1) Tripp Lite P569-003 3' HDMI Audio/Video Cable, Black (HDMI to HDMI)
2) C2G 54401 6' DisplayPort Cable, Black (Display Port to Display Port)
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Cable Connections:
Most standard NVA workstations have 2 connection ports. Prior to purchasing a 
monitor, verify your workstation has 1 or both of these ports. 

Install New Monitor:

1) Unbox and setup new monitor next to existing monitor(s)

2) Connect the HDMI or Display Port Cable from the new monitor to the back 

of existing monitor

TIP: you may have to open port door on existing monitor by pressing red latch



TIP: top arrow is Display Port, bottom arrow is HDMI port
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4) Plug in new monitor power supply
5) Configure monitor display settings by going to Settings > System > Display

If you need support, please contact the NVA HelpDesk. 


